The integrated platform
for social organisations.

Collect, visualize and instantly share
project data within your team or beyond.
VisibleImpact is easy to use, affordable and
works from the field and the office.

Monitoring projects can be hard. Organisations have to use
multiple and disconnected tools to keep track of projects, collect
data and report their impact. Team members find it difficult
to follow remote projects. Documentation, status updates and
important data is often outdated or not accessible. When it
comes to sharing data with partner organisations, investors or
donors, things get even more complicated.

With VisibleImpact, this finally changes. Data is collected
digitally from the field and the office. It is stored in a central
location from where it can be instantly accessed, visualized and
shared with a defined audience. Real time project and data
visibility helps you make the right decisions and maximize your
impact.

Share project stories
and data in real time

Keep everyone on the same page.

Set access permissions and let your team,
partners or the public follow projects. Updates,
documents and data are instantly shared to
personal newsfeeds, project pages and data
dashboards.

Enter data from any location. Build customized
forms for impact reports or field surveys. Data can be
collected via browser and mobile app, even in remote
locations without network coverage. The forms can be
translated into any language and can gather different
types of data including text and numbers, locations,
photos, signatures or NFC values.

Visualize data in real time. Filter and analyze data
across projects and forms. View values as key indicators
or on graphs, charts and interactive maps.

Access data from anywhere. Display projects

and data records on VisibleImpact or embed them
into your website. Use the API to seamlessly integrate
VisibleImpact into your IT infrastructure.

Enter and instantly visualize project data

Get your tailor-made solution. We can help you to
extend VisibleImpact and develop customized software
integrations, such as dedicated dashboards, interactive
maps and pages with your branding and layout.
VisibleImpact is free for small teams. Premium features
start at only USD $65 per month. Full training and support is available.

Start today at

visibleimpact.org

Visible Solutions AG
Impact Hub Zürich
Viaduktstrasse 93
8005 Zürich, Switzerland

+41 44 501 16 49
support@visibleimpact.org

A customized interactive map, powered by VisibleImpact

